SEMESTER 1 WEEK 3

12 MAR – 16 MAR 2018

SRC BULLETIN
From your SRC
We would like to again thank all those who have handed in their donations for the semester, and
humbly ask those who have not yet done so, to please do so this week. Again, envelopes are
available in class as well as in the common room.
We would also like to remind you all about the arrangement of the Common Room. As many
returning students will be aware, last year we split the common room between ELSPM (English
Language School for Pastoral Ministry) and us YTU Students. We therefore would like to remind
everyone that during breaks, the ELSPM students use the tea/coffee/biscuits table on the left side
of the common room, while the YTU students are asked to please use the tea/coffee/biscuits table
of the right side of the common room. This also applies to the fridges, the YTU students are asked
to only use the fridge on the right hand side of the sink, while the ELSMP students use the fridge
next to their table.

Hospitality Week
Welcome to Hospitality week! As many of you will know, this week is dedicated to embracing and
sharing in the unity and fellowship that is present at YTU in a different way! Throughout this week,
we will be attempting to hold breaks during classes at the same time in order that we might be
able to gather together and share food and laughter! So with this in mind, we ask that the morning
classes break at 10:35am, and the evening classes break at 7:30pm for half an hour. We ask that,
if possible, you each bring a plate of food to share during this break.

YTU Items For Sale
As you will see this week, we are selling two YTU items. These will be available in the Common
Room on the YTU table. We are selling YTU Coffee Cups (perfect for taking into classes during
the cold weather!) for $5 as well as YTU polos (limited supply, so get in quick!) for $25. For the
coffee cups, we will be using an honesty policy whereby you can either hand $5 to an SRC
member or put it in an envelope and leave it with reception (under their door if no one’s in). For the
polos, please speak to one of the SRC members if you are interested (there will be a list of
available sizes in the common room).

Weekly Eucharist
We would like to thank Joe Mackay OFM for celebrating the Eucharist for us on Tuesday last
week, by all accounts he did a beautiful job! This week Bruce Duncan CSsR will be celebrating the
Eucharist. Tuesday, 12:40pm in the common room, all are welcome!
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Book Sale
You may notice a bookshelf or two being set up in or close to the common room over the coming
weeks. We have decided to have a book sale throughout the year with all of the books that YTU
no longer needs! We are asking for a gold coin donation per book, as a minimum, and this will be
done through a money tin on one of the shelves, again, utilising an honesty system. All of the
money raised will go towards funding some of the projects that the SRC has planned for the year!

Quote of the Week
“We are not here to guard a museum, we are here to cultivate a
flourishing garden of life.” – Pope John XXIII
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